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Abstract—Development of smart city services is presently
hindered because the data is too heterogeneous, despite the
increasing availability of data in open data initiatives. We
determined metadata fields and semantics for our proposed
model after a survey of other event models, and after its trial
implementation in actual applications. Our event metadata
model is unique among event models in being extensible as
needed. We illustrate our model by showing it with different data
types, and we validate it using real-world data in a prototype
smart cities service for pedestrian safety. Wide adoption of our
event metadata model has the potential to broaden the number
and scope of smart city services.

Significance. Developers’ adoption of a standard event
model – that is, a package that any data could fit into for
delivery into applications in the upper layer of the Internet –
could advance smart city services. Different services might
access the same data concurrently, so the model would
facilitate data sharing as well as integration.
Case study in city safety. We created an algorithm for
pedestrian safety using real-world data, and then supplied the
algorithm with data from our event model to test our model’s
usefulness.
We devised the case study in answer to an on-going need by
local government to improve safety in Montgomery County,
Maryland, U.S.A. In 2007, a Pedestrian Safety Initiative was
introduced in Montgomery County that used education,
streetscape and road signs, as well as traffic calming and road
rule enforcement to lower the number of accidents.1 Our
application is intended for county representatives, and adds to
Pedestrian Safety Initiative by showing where the most
accidents are predicted to occur. The county can then better
deploy resources to change street signs or deploy traffic
police, for example, to heighten safety at the times and
locations predicted to be unsafe.
This Introduction is followed with Section 2 on Background
and Related work. Section 3 presents our event model; in
Section 4 we demonstrate evaluation scenario; in Section 5 we
discuss about our results and Section 6 summarizes the
conclusions and future work.
Our contributions are (1) a generic, highly-scalable
semantic model as a core component of complex event
processing architecture, (2) validation of the proposed event
model in an algorithm for a smart cities problem of pedestrian
safety, and (3) bringing to the attention of the research
community an Internet of Things testbed that includes both
sensor and human data.2

Keywords—Complex Event Processing, CEP, event metadata
model, event model, smart city service

I. INTRODUCTION
Problem. Half of the world population lived in cities by
2013. Historically, people live in and work for their cities; we
want to make the cities work for them. Or rather, to make their
devices work for them by creating city service applications.
Complex event processing applications correlate data streams
in real time as events occur, using pre-defined rules to identify
events of interest. A common data structure will allow
different data streams to be used by multiple services more
easily.
Others’ approaches. Event metadata models for Complex
Event Processing provide the time and data backbone to allow
those data streams to work together. Event models tend to be
rich in metadata fields which may or may not be relevant to
the service at hand. The impracticality of the metadata-rich
models is not recognized because use cases are rare. Also,
when data is provided, it is often simulated to match a model –
which does not demonstrate whether or not a model is robust
for a particular data stream.
Our approach. Our event model defines only necessary
fields, and gives parameter wildcards for potential metadata
expansion in three categories (EventProfile for the data
stream, EventSource for the device that provides the data
stream, and Event). These parameters are added based on the
service by the developer at the time of model implementation.
Our model is validated in a smart cities case study.

1http://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/DOT-

PedSafety/overview.html;
https://volunteer.truist.com/mcvc/org/opp/10610402110.html
2 https://data.montgomerycountymd.gov/, with data updated regularly

Government work not protected by U.S. copyright.
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II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
B. Alternatives to this architecture
The event model is one part of the CEP architecture. Other
proposed middleware solutions ensure that low level signals
can work together without use of an event model. For
example, the IoT Semantic Smart Gateway Framework [14],
and the Smart M3 open source software platform that provides
infrastructure between resources [23]. Even these solutions
require common terms so that different devices can
communicate – in what makes the solutions “smart”.

A. Complex Event Processing (CEP)
Complex event processing is a strategy to create
applications, or services in which data streams containing
events produced by resources such as people, devices or
sensors are filtered for particular event changes of interest,
called instances. These changes then automatically trigger
some response. Events are given names so that they can be
shared among services. To enable sharing, common metadata
and sometimes also vocabulary for the names comes from
ontologies.
The diagram below shows event data in basic Complex
Event Processing. Data is received from multiple streams,
events are detected, and an appropriate response is triggered.
This sequence diagram the Figure resembles the standard event
driven architecture proposed by Fujitsu [11], Microsoft [5],
IBM [20] and Oracle [15].

C. Event model in Complex Event Processing
An event model is core to Complex Event Processing
architecture, so it is understandable that more than a dozen
event models have appeared in the academic literature since
2000. Some are specific to data type or domain type, or must
be paired with certain controlled vocabularies in ontologies, or
with particular query languages.
Event models specify metadata fields for the data streams
that carry or pertain to events. The most basic metadata fields
for event models are data type, and time. The idea of the
model primitives is that the basic data message is independent
of any application. What metadata fields go beyond the
primitive? Authors from [17] explain that data fields such be
considered during the “thought process” of setting up a
system.
This is the logic we follow when specifying
“Parameters” for our model. Other researchers [19] assume
that more primitive are better. See the comparison chart with
evaluation metrics in the Appendix.
D. Role of the ontologies in event models
Ontologies are required in event models such as Event F
[19][19], OntoEvent [16], REseT [25], and LODE [21]. In
some cases, as in OntoEvent and REseT, the ontology was
created specifically for the event model.
The metadata fields in our model, for the most part, align
with those in the DOLCE ontology (See Fig.1) That will make
it easier for data in different streams to fit into the same event
model, and it will help insure interoperability. These event
models are called semantic because the meaning of the data
field titles is essential to the model.
Requiring an ontology on a particular topic for an event
model can restrict data types that can be used, as well as the
domain. Authors in [13] have a method to develop an ontology
for traffic violations. In our particular application, the World
Wide Web Consortium is developing a Traffic Event Ontology,
which we could use for at least one data stream, but this
ontology is not available as of the writing of this paper.4 A
domain-specific ontology might be useful to extract events
from a natural language data stream, but it is probable that
Named Entity Recognition tools such as the Stanford NER

Fig. 1. Complex event processing architecture, with arrows showing event
data sequence direction. An event model is a component.

Note that the vertical box in Fig. 1, “Event instances in
model,” where the data is organized to be stored in database
server or event cloud, is central to the process.
Queries to the event processing system might be in
SPARQL for RDF, TESLA–a formally defined Event
Specification Language [6], or EP-SPARQL [2], or in Event
Processing Language,3 or Big Data Processing Language
(BDPL) [24].
These rules have the ability not only to indicate events
relevant to the application, but also when data is faulty or
noisy or missing information, or includes non-events [1].
Response to data uncertainty can make the system more
robust. For example, events missing values can be marked
incomplete, and system maintenance would analyze marked
records to determine what had gone wrong.
3

https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E13157_01/wlevs/docs30/epl_guide/overv
iew.html

4
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https://www.w3.org/community/traffic/

toolkit would do well in extracting proper nouns and locations
required.5

Event class is filtered using rules or machine learning into
instances relevant to the service.
The EventProfile class holds metadata about the data stream.
“Description” explains what data is being stored for services.
“Data frequency” presents the rate data streams are expected to
be received, while “type of data” provides information about
the data that has been collected. “Parameters” represent any
additional information related to the data stream that are
important, like measurement type, expected states, or
frequency.
The EventSource class holds the data related to devices or
sensors. It has the following attributes:” Agent” provides
information for the event source, like county police or weather
channel. “Address” is the address from where data was
collected or original source of observed data. “Device type” is
the type of device, such as temperature sensor, mobile device
etc. “Parameters” represents additional information related to
the device, such as serial number, model, and battery expiration
date.
The Event class holds the data related to events in the data
stream, like temperature, heart rate, pedestrian movement, or
car accident. It has the following attributes: “Description” is
auto-filtered from an event text stream or is set up beforehand
to describe the events. “StartTime” is the date and time when
the event started, “EndTime” is the date and time when event
stopped. The frequency of “StartTime” and “EndTime” can be
set by adding a parameter to the EventProfile. Parameters for
the event represent additional information related to the event
that are useful for a particular service. The events could be
sent in as received, or they could be aggregated and then sent at
some pre-determined frequency.
Ontology. The system designer should choose an ontology
used by the other applications for wide data sharing among
applications. Rather than share or link ontologies [12], an
upper level ontology such as DOLCE could be used to bridge
domain ontologies.6 DOLCE includes reasoning without
controlled vocabulary, and it was used in the F event model
[19]. In aligning our model with DOLCE, Feature is the
category for our Description, and Physical Quality is the
category for Type.
Uniqueness and benefits. We conducted an extensive survey
of event models and found that our event model differs from
others in two main aspects: (1) fewer required metadata fields,
and (2) some of the metadata is sent once only. Fewer metadata
fields allows the model to be maximally re-usable for different
data and domain types, although it means that some thought
will be needed each time the model is implemented. Sending
some metadata once only lessens the data load on the network
somewhat to speed processing.
Instances in the event stream. Recall that instances or
occurrences are the events being monitored for. A script apart
from the model filters the event data stream to recognize
instances relevant to the application, and to set bounds on what
belongs in the event model. For example, an expected range of
values for some metadata field could be specified, and data that

E. How event models have been validated
Many event models in the academic literature have not been
validated; the models are either entirely theoretical, or use data
that has been created to fit the model. EventShop is an event
processing platform that can be used to validate components of
the architecture. It accepts data streams and includes modules
to query the data that will isolate event instances relevant to the
application. Their events are put into a grid structure called Emage, that can integrate events from heterogeneous data
streams [17].
By contrast, to validate our event model, we have devised a
service that incorporates multiple data streams. We have
vetted our event model when real-world data streams fit the
model and then are accepted into the service.
III. OUR EVENT MODEL
Our model shown in Fig. 2 below in Unified Modeling
Language (UML) has three classes: EventProfile,
EventSource, and Event. Location metadata is required but is
not in the diagram because location metadata changes classes
depending upon the service. For stationary devices,
“Location” is stored with the device information, whereas for
mobile devices, location will be needed continually to
correspond to events. Metadata fields within the three classes
of our event model are defined below.

Fig. 2. Our model for event data shown in Universal Modeling Language
(UML). EventProfile and EventSource parameters could include data
rate for system failure checking, and parameters could include location
for devices that are mobile; otherwise, location would be a parameter for
Event.

Our model is extensible. Some services will require only its
specified metadata fields, whereas other services will require
consideration of which parameters are relevant. EventProfile
and EventSource send their data at system start or re-start,
whereas the Event class sends data continually. Data from the
5

http://nlp.stanford.edu/ner/
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http://www.loa.istc.cnr.it/old/q.html

went beyond that range would be dismissed. Filtering for the
model also could be handled on a data stream-by-stream basis
so that a data stream that did not flow at an expected frequency,
might indicate sensor or device malfunction.

Example of data in the model. The following Figures 3,4,5
show how community happenings, weather and traffic
violation metadata fit into our event model. We took this data
from the Montgomery County open data website for this case
study, but in a real time application, the EventSource would
provide the actual source of the data flow with its parameters.

IV. CASE STUDY
This experiment shows how different forms of event data
and metadata in the model are suitable for a smart cities
application.
A. Objective
We want to use our event model to supply data for an
actual application. Our research question is: Is it possible to
show the influence of time, weather, and community
happenings on pedestrian safety incidents in a given location
by postal zip code?
B. Use case and data for the experiment
Events for 2015 traffic incidents, weather, and community
happenings for Montgomery County, Maryland are posted on
the open web.7 The county updates the data regularly. We
intend to supplement the Pedestrian Safety Initiative in
Montgomery County, Maryland, by offering an algorithm to
predict unsafe event areas according to zip code. To show
differences in time-of-day, the service could output predicted
locations every few hours.

Fig. 3. Community happening metadata in our event model

C. Method
Event processing methods work well for passive data
collection because they allow large quantities of data to be
processed if necessary in different locations (also called
distributed systems). Event processing also is scalable, and
using corrective rules can help make the system fault tolerant.
For example, only accept into the model if the time is between
1pm and 6pm Eastern Time.
Getting data into the model. Our data included road
violations, weather, and community happenings. Of these, the
road violations and community happenings include a lot of
text. But event recognition in text data can be difficult due to
human language ambiguity. To recognize which events were
relevant instances, we experimented by comparing a nondomain specific ontology, the Freebase knowledge-base, and a
classifier we trained on a portion of the data. We found that
the classifier was the most accurate filter to find relevant
instances.
Handling data uncertainty. Uncertainty in the general case
could be minimized with the combination of rules (for
instance, only accept into the model if it includes a beginning
time). Specifically, in our application, we lacked zip codes
for some of the community happenings that were city-wide
(such as elections), so for these, we entered zip codes for the
entire city. Also for the case of missing data in the location
fields, we used alternative data entry, like longitude and
latitude and get the zip code and city information.

7

Fig. 4. Weather condition metadata in our event model

Fig. 5. Traffic violation metadata in our event model

Our metadata fields correspond to categories in the DOLCE
ontology. DOLCE allows natural language descriptions, so
we leave our text data streams as sent.

https://data.montgomerycountymd.gov/
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D. Data analytics and findings
The proposed method predicts which county region by zip
code will be safest based on the past number of pedestrian
incidents per zone. Analysis is performed using the R
software environment for statistical computing and graphics.
We experimented with both Poisson Regression and
Probabilistic Graphical models (PGM) to determine which
was more suitable for prediction with our data. Poisson
regression is used for point data, such as we have, and it is
commonly used for predicting the probability that an event
will occur based on several predictor variables that may either
be numerical or categorical. PGM has the ability to represent
dependencies among events on a graph. The table shows that
the statistical method selected, whether a PGM or the Poisson
Regression, is not a significant factor in predictive accuracy.
TABLE I.

ACCURACY OF TWO METHODS TO PREDICT UNSAFE LOCATIONS

Fig. 7. Predicted traffic violations in Montgomery County, Maryland, related
to pedestrian safety events January-March 2015 by zip code

Probability of a (negative) pedestrian event in a
location

Average
accuracy

Probabilistic Graphical
Model

Poisson Regression

0.864

0.869

Comparing output colors in the actual (top map) and
predicted (bottom map) shows that our algorithm achieved
excellent results. We split the 2015 data into four 3-month
segments and show the map pair only for the first 3-month
segment due to space limitations, even though mapped results
throughout the year were equally good.
The high quality mapping results were confirmed by the
.86 predictive accuracy shown in Table 1 of both the
Probabilistic Graphical Model and the Poisson Regression.
Based on the fact that the different data streams fed easily
from the event model to the pedestrian safety algorithm shows
that the event model is robust to at least three data types.
In creating an algorithm, we tried several statistical models
for prediction. We evaluated results by creating a mapped
output comparing actual pedestrian events to predicted events
(Fig. 6 and 7), and by using the accuracy statistic averaged
over a year of predictions (Table 1). The accuracy match
between our prediction model and the real world data shows
our service using data from our event model is accurate to .86
using either Probabilistic Graphical Models or a Poisson
Regression. We can extend the algorithm to predict time as
well as location.
Our pedestrian safety algorithm is limited by the fact that
we do not have a record of pedestrian safety incidents in the
county for 2015 that is entirely complete since we are limited
to data that is available publically.
However, it is
strengthened by the fact that we found event instances to a
high degree of accuracy. In a real-time application, there will
likely be additional errors identifying event instances.

E. Evaluation and visualization
To show the relative effectiveness of the pedestrian safety
algorithm on data from the event model, two means of
evaluation are used: comparative maps (Fig.6 and 7), and the
confusion matrix as performance measures for accuracy
calculated in Table 1. Figure 6 show maps for 2015 actual
pedestrian incidents for the period from January to March and
incidents predicted for the same period using Probabilistic
Graphical Models.

F. How government officials could use the system
Data from the Montgomery County, Maryland open
government stream in JSON/xml first would be set to flow
into the application. We would create a web-based interface
for the application that would be active around the clock.

Fig. 6. Actual traffic violations in Montgomery County, Maryland related to
pedestrian safety events January –March 2015 by zip code
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Users could examine the county map by zip code in the
interface to see which areas in the county are having
pedestrian incidents at that time (as in Fig. 7), and can then
make informed decisions where county resources should be
deployed to heighten safety. Our experiments have shown
that the prediction algorithm is up to 86% accurate, and so the
officials should feel confident that the resources would be
deployed effectively. It would straightforward for us to add
analytics to the interface as well, so that the officials could see
trends over time.

organization, location, and other objects that are proper nouns,
are well advanced, achieving accuracies in the 90% range.
C. Publically-available, updated Internet of Things testbed
We applied Internet of Things data to help solve an actual
problem: determine which areas of Montgomery County,
Maryland require more monitoring and local resources to
improve pedestrian safety. We used that algorithm to test our
event model.
Few Internet of Things data sets at the time of writing are
publically available for experimentation. It is not surprising,
therefore, that we found that few of the research papers on
event models use real-world data. Many papers are entirely
theoretical, and some use synthetic data sets which were
created or assembled from the web for the purposes of
demonstrating a point.
Internet of Things data sets are obscured from a general
web search because they are not referred to as Internet of
Things, or sensor data – the keywords we use in computer
science literature. The scientific community should look for
human and sensor data relevant for Internet of Things research
in open city projects. Our data come from Maryland, and
New York has an even broader data set,8 and the Open Data
Portal has data from around the world.9

V. DISCUSSION
A. Semantic model for event processing architecture: toward a
standard
Numerous event models in the literature vary with respect
to required data fields and the role of ontologies. It is rare to
find research that discusses deploying an event model: how to
get data in and out, and how to handle missing data, for
example. That makes it impossible to “plug in” other event
models into our architecture for comparison. This paper has
covered both the data modeling and some flexibles rules to
guide deployment of our event model in a city service.
Our model requires a minimum of metadata fields, and it is
efficient, minimizing the amount of network traffic by linking a
continuous time dependent data stream to non-time dependent
meta-information stored on an event server or cloud.
Overlap among different types of data sources should be
handled by an upper level ontology such as DOLCE. We
made the data field types in our model align with DOLCE
categories in order to facilitate getting data from different
streams into the same model.
A one-set-of-metadata-fits-all model would be more
convenient than ours, but it would not necessarily capture what
each particular service requires. That is why some thought
will still be required to add parameters to suit the service being
implemented.
Relying on a standard event model will make it easier for
developers to build Complex Event Processing systems. In that
our event model is generic in suiting a variety of data streams
and a variety of domains, we propose it as basis for an event
model standard.

VI. CONCLUSION
An event model with an ontology to control word
descriptions will bridge smart cities services by reusing data
streams across applications.
This approach will make
applications more financially viable and expand the potential
number and scope of smart city services. Our event model
should be tested with more data stream types. Even better to
test the event model would be to create services
complementary to this in pedestrian safety to ensure that the
same data can be used in multiple ways.
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B. Event model in Complex Event Processing architecture
Event models in complex event processing diagrams are
ubiquitous. Actual systems that perform event processing are
less common, and in fact, input of heterogeneous data fields
into a single system is still coming into focus. The event
model fits different data types into the same framework, thus
making data integration easier.
Getting data into the model for highly structured can be as
simple as matching metadata field names. But when the data
flow does not include metadata, or when it is a natural language
stream -- as in the police reports used here -- Natural Language
Processing tools will employ data extraction. The most recent
Named Entity Recognition (NER) tools to extract person,
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Appendix: Comparison chart for event models *

Location

Device associated

ns

ns

Y

Y

Y

ns

ns

ns

ns

no

no

Y

ns

ns

ns

ns

Y

Y

ns

Y

Y

ns

ns

no

no

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

Y

Y

ns

Y

Y

ns

ns

no

XML

ns

ns

ns

video

ns

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ns

ns

no

SQL

ns

ns

Y

Multimedia

ns

Y

Y

ns

Y

Y

ns

ns

no

no

ns

Y

ns

Any

ns

Y

Y

ns

Y

Y

ns

ns

DOLCE+D
nS

RDF/XML

ns

ns

ns

ns

Y

Y

ns

Y

ns

ns

Created by
them

OntoEvent
lang.

Y

ns

ns

ns

Y

Y

ns

Y

Y

ns

ns

Created by
them

DL

ns

ns

ns

ns

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ns

Created by
them

RDF/XML

ns

ns

ns

Common
data types

ns

Y

Y

ns

Y

Y

ns

ns

Created by
them

RDF/XML

ns

ns

ns

Multimedia

ns

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

ns

ns

VEML
2.0/OWL

VEML/OW
L-DL

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

Y

ns

Y

Y

ns

ns

ISO 21127

XML

ns

ns

ns

Common
data types

ns

Y

Y

ns

Y

Y

Y

ns

Y

ns

Y

ns

ns

ns

Y

ns

Y

Y

ns

ns

Y

ns

ns

Multimedia

ns

Y

Y

Y

Y

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

ns

Y

ns

ns

Y

Y

ns

ns

no

Some logic
language

Y

Set by
coder

Y

Y

Y

no

no

Y

Y

Y

no

any

any

Location,
Common
data types
Common
data types
Location,
common
data types

any

Y

*ns = not specified, Y = yes
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Ontology
COBRAONT/OWL
Created by
them
Created by
them

Processing
language

Time

ns

Device affected

Object

ns

Participant/actor/s
ubject/Agent

ns

Data types

Action/verb/event

REseT (Uma et
al, 2014) [25]
Common Event
Model (Fowler et
al, 2009) [9]
Event ontology
(Zhong et al,
2012) [28]
VERL (Francois
et al, 2005) [10]
CIDOC CRM
(Doerr et al,
2007) [7]
SOUPA (Chen et
al, 2005) [4]
LODE (Shaw et
al, 2009) [21]
EventOntology
(Raimond et al,
2007) [18]
Event Calculus
(Shanahan, 2001)
[22]
Ours (Kotevska
et al, 2016)

Static/dynamic

OntoEvent (Ma
et al, 2015)

Handle uncertainty

Event Modeling
in UML
(Baekgaard,
2002) [3]
Eventory (Wang
et al, 2007) [26]
Event ML
(IPTC, release
2014)
SsVM (Ekin et
al, 2004) [8]
Event E
(Westermann et
al, 2007 ) [27]
Event F (Scherp
et al, 2009) [19]

Other requirements

Handle missing
data

Event Model

Required fields

Raw data into
model

Processing

RDF/XML
RDF/XML
RDF/XML

